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*This pack complements the 'Childhood' Image Pack



How to use this Pack

Heritage Café Takeaway packs were
created with activity facilitators, care
organisations, support groups and
carers in mind. They include select
images from Sutton's archive and
museum collections, alongside key
information and conversation
starters for each. 

The packs can be used to facilitate a
relaxed conversational activity, and
stimulate learning and
reminiscence, suitable for people
living with early stage dementia. It
works best with groups of 2-8
people.

Use the Image Pack as a
slideshow, or printed material
with the group. Start by asking
what people can see, one image
at a time, and what they think of
it. 

Use the Support Pack to find
information about each image.
We recommend that facilitators
use this as preparation for the
session. 

Each pack has a different theme and
includes two printable PDF files. The
theme of this pack is Childhood. It
features images of childhood games,
activities and household objects.



OBJECT: Plaza Rangers membership card

This is a Plaza Cinema Rangers membership card,
stamped for attendance at the Saturday Morning
Picture House. This card is dated 1939-1940. Saturday
morning picture clubs became very popular after the
end of WWII. Membership cards were often
accompanied by a special badge - whilst some of the
cinema clubs even had their own song. 

Did you belong to any clubs as a child? What were
they like? What activities did you do? 
Did you go to the cinema as a child? What movies
did you watch? What snacks did you like to get?

Conversation starters

 

Key words

Membership
Kids’ club
Cinema 
Movies
Saturday club
Entertainment 



PHOTOGRAPH: Scouts Summer Camp

This photograph was taken at Oaks Park in June 1956
and shows a group of young scouts setting up their tents
for their summer camp. The group seems dedicated to
their task. In the background, we can see a tent already
up on the left, and another scout checking the contents
of a box in the centre. At the back,  you can see a
handcart with another tent waiting to be put up. 

Were you a scout or member of a similar group?
What activities did you do? 
Did you ever go camping? Do you remember what
the place looked like?
Did you go to the park during the Summer? What
sort of activities did you do?

Conversation starters

 

Key words

Scouts
Brownies / Guides
Camping
Summer
Park 
Nature 
Day trips
1950s
 



OBJECT: The Amazing Magic Robot 

This very popular game was made in England by Merit in
1953. The robot figure holds a pointer in the centre of a
circle featuring different questions. The robot is rotated
to a particular question and then placed in the centre of
the answer circle where it automatically points to the
correct answer. 

Did you play board games? How were they played?
Who did you play them with?
What games did you play with your family and
friends? Can you describe how they were played?

Conversation starters

 

Key words

Board games
Family games
Curiosity
Robot
Trivia
Quiz
1950s

 



PHOTOGRAPH: Feeding the Swans

This photograph was taken at the Grove Park in
Carshalton, in February 1955.  This photograph was taken
at the Grove Park in Carshalton, in February 1955. A
family is feeding a swan and some dacks in the River
Wandle channel leading from the pond. We can see the
boy is wearing his school uniform, including a cap. 

Did you ever go to feed the ducks? Can you describe
that day? 
Did you wear a school uniform? How did it look like?

Conversation starters

Key words

1950s
Ducks
Swans
Family
School uniform
River
Park

 



OBJECT: Jelly Mould

Jelly has been a popular dessert for centuries. From the
19th century people got adventurous with their jelly
making, crafting it into interesting shapes and adding
colourings. The  top of the 6 bubble-shaped parts of this
mould are flat, so that it could sit in the fridge on this
side. 

Did you eat jelly as a child? Who made it? How did it
taste like? 
What were your favourite desserts as a child? Can
you describe them? How did they smell like? 

Conversation starters

 

Key words

Jelly
Dessert
Food 
Kitchen
Cooking
Glass
 



PHOTOGRAPH: Boating Lake

This picture was taken at Beddington Park in August
1952. A young boy is preparing his model boat on the
riverbank. Another young boy is rowing in a boat in the
middle of the lake and making a big splash with his oars!
There are a pair of distinctive topiary bushes on the left of
the photograph. We can see a very fine group of trees
towering over the parkland beyond the lake.

Did you go to the park during summertime as a
child? What did it look like? What did you do? 
Look at that model boat. Did anyone have a model
boat like this one, or any other kind of model toy? 

Conversation starters

 

Key words
 
Boating / rowing
Model boats
1950s
Lake and water
Park
Trees
Day out
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Do you have any thoughts or questions about this activity?
Are there any themes you would like to see in future
resource packs?
 
Get in touch at whitehallmuseum@sutton.gov.uk 

All images (c) Sutton Archives. Please do not reproduce
for purposes other than the delivery of this activity
without permission. 


